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ABSTRACT: Image super resolution (SR) based on self-similarity has achieved impressive results by exploiting the local
similarity across various scaled images. However, it is time consuming and far from meeting practical applications’ requirements
and it is prone to unnatural visual artifacts such as facets and enhanced noise. In this paper, with the powerful general
purpose GPU, an accelerated parallel implementation based on NVIDIA CUDA architecture has been proposed. Then
denoising is combined and implemented together during the SR processing using the patch matching information of similarity,
and it makes the images clearer and cleaner. Also, subpixel accuracy of interpolation and searching is applied to improve the
similarity matching process, which make the upscaled images more natural-looking. Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed method achieves an impressive speedup rate and produces improved visual quality images in comparison with
other state-of-the-art SR.
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1. Introduction
The objective of image super-resolution (SR) is to estimate a high-resolution (HR) image with several low-resolution (LR)
images. And singe-image SR has been widely used because of its robustness and implementation. Previous works on singleimage SR can be roughly divided into four categories: interpolation-based, learning-based, and reconstruction-based [5].
Interpolation-based SR methods like bilinear or bi-cubic have been popularly applied due to the simple implementation and low
complexity. But they tend to wipe off high frequency details of images which result in blurred HR images. The learning-based
methods [13, 15, and 20] can recover HR images with much more details by training sets of HR/LR image pairs. The reconstructionbased SR methods enforce the similarity constraint between the original LR image and the down sampling counterpart of the HR
image. Alternatively, example-based nonparametric methods were used to predict the missing high frequency band of the HR
image by relating the image pixels at two spatial scales using a universal set of training example patch pairs. Taking one step
further, self-example based methods were proposed, taking advantage of the local self-similarity to reduce the dependence on
the selection of training sets.
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Since self-similarity of images has been proven by recent studies [2, 3, 9], image SR can be regularized based on these self-similar
examples instead of some external databases [3]. Although the self-similarity-based methods achieved desirable results, they are
prone to unnatural visual artifacts such as facets and enhanced noise. Also the computational cost of most of the SR schemes
is getting higher, especially as image size increases.
And since most image processing schemes are inherently parallel, GPU with multiprocessors are very suitable to accelerate the
implementation to make the algorithms more practical. Based on the NVIDIA’s graphic card and CUDA platform developed for
general parallel computation, it’s easy to get higher performance than the implementation on CPU
In this paper, we redesign the implementation of the self-similarity-based SR [2] to accelerate this scheme with CUDA architecture.
And we improve this algorithm by adding denoising process into the patch matching loop. While searching the optimal patch
for the HR image around the corresponding position of original image, we utilize the information of these candidate patches to
estimate the characteristic of this small area—whether the original patch contains some noise—so that different approaches to
obtain optimal patches are applied according to the characteristic. Another improvement is refining the data precision by
subpixel, which turns out to be an effective way to obtain high visual quality HR images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related work of local self- similarity. Section III shows the
details of implementation of GPU acceleration. Section IV describes the denoising process and shows how the subpixel is used
to get a better natural looking image. Section V gives some experimental results to support.
2. Related Work of Self-similarity
Basically, the image formation process can be roughly represented by equation (1),
(1)
In equation (1), is a vector form of the original highresolution images while is the observed low-resolution images. denotes
the degradation process such as warping or blurring for image, is the matrix representing the down-sampling operator, and
denotes additive noises in the image formation process.

Figure 1. The specific implementation of the LSE process
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According to [2], in natural images, the edges and other singularities in natural images are locally scale invariant upon small
scaling factors (normally less than 1.25) and the high-resolution patches can be reconstructed through localized search in the
original image. Known as the Local self-example (LSE) algorithm, it addressed the SR problem by predicting and filling the high
frequency band for the coarsed high-resolution image. This process can be represented by equations (2), (3), (4),
(2)
(3)
(4)
where L is the reconstructed image, U is the interpolation operator used to achieve the coarse version of L, Lo, is the low
frequency part of Io with same size, and Ho, H1 are the corresponding high frequency band of lo and L.represents the mapping
between Ho and H1: foreach patch in (L1 = U(Io), we will search the best-match one around the corresponding position of L at
localized region, and, add the very patch in H0 with the same coordinate of the best-match patch into .
Every patch in a natural image can find a most similar patch in its slightly upscaled version at localized regions around the
relative point. That means the upper frequency band can also be reconstructed from by patch matching, Fig. 1 briefly shows the
specific implementation of LSE algorithm.
As mentioned about, the original MATLAB and C++ implementation of LSE is pixel by pixel, and the matching process has to
search in the local window. And the experiments have shown that when the image size become 1920x1080 or larger (which is often
the case), the C++ implementation on our DELL workstation will cost about more than 80s dealing with single image. But this
character also shows the algorithm is inherently parallel. And LSE produces impressing results for natural images. In Fig2,
a),b),c), the images with scalar factors 1.25, 1.252, and 1.253(applying the implementation shown in Fig 1 several times to get the
bigger scalar factor),shows that LSE is capable of producing plausible fine details across the image. However, two problems in
this algorithm still remain to be solved. Firstly, whenever there are some noises in the smooth area, which is very common in
natural images, LSE algorithm tends to magnify the noise by adding the high-frequency band. As shown in patches (B), (B1),
and (B2) in Fig. 2, the noise intensity increases as the scalar factor getting bigger. Secondly, as mentioned by Freeman, LSE
algorithm will produce false line-like edges in fine-detailed cluttered regions, which makes the results appear somewhat faceted,
as like patches (A), (A1), and (A2).

Figure 2. Three upscaled images using LSE with the scalar factor 1.25 for each step
3. GPU Implementation Design
CUDA is the parallel computing platform and programming model developed by NVIDIA, and provides many friendly, fullfeatured APIs to help harness the power of the GPU. The LSE algorithm is highly parallel for implementation as discussed before.
Hence we design our parallel implementation for LSE based on CUDA environment.
3.1 Basic Concepts of CUDA
There are some basic definitions needed to know about CUDA programming.
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1. A CUDA “multiprocessor creates, manages, schedules, and executes threads in groups of 32 parallel threads called warps”
[22];
2. A CUDA multiprocessor contains a number of blocks of threads, and multi-blocks are grouped into 2-D or 3-D grids;
3. Threads in the same block can communicate and share data through shared memory.
3.2 Design for CUDA Implementation
The algorithm is implemented as the following steps:

Figure 3. The CUDA implementation design
1. Read the input YUV image (with the size Hi × Wi ) from the binary file;
2. Load the image file from CPU (the host) memory to GPU (the device) global memory since the global memory is large enough
to store the file and this can avoid transfer data frequently between CPU and GPU;
3. Processing the image on GPU.
Suppose that the target scalar is , so according to the introduction of LSE in last sector, we need repeat the procedure (shown
in Fig.1) n = sa / 1.25 times to get the target HR image, which results to keeping transfer data from GPU’s global memory to the
compute unit to support kernel function. Actually the time spend on data transferring is the part we can save for more important
computing.
So we redesign the implementation structure for parallel efficiency: we separate the image into many patches and upscale every
patch of the input image for n times independently as shown in Figure 3.
1. Generate a kernel with block size (block_x, block_y), and global size (global_x, global_y).The number of threads N= globalx
× globaly × blockx × blocky is equal to the output number of pixels N= sa2 × Hi × Wi. Besides the number of threads in each block
should be a multiple of 32 (a warp).
2. Since LSE has to search the best fit high-frequency patch for each pixel within the local window, the data used for two adjacent
pixels has lots of overlap. To avoid fetching data from global memory for every pixel, the shared memory is used to store the data.
When designing the implementation, we allocate one thread to work on the whole process for every output pixel. And due to a),
in the first step of LSE, there will be some threads cannot be used, and further study of the optimization are still working on.
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4. Denoising in SR Process
4.1 Denoising with Patch Matching Information
It’s of great importance to remove noise in natural image for perceptual experience. However, from the flowchart of LSE algorithm
in Figure 1, it can be seen that the noise is treated as normal image texture and due to the misalignment and the randomness the
noise shows, it turns out that the noise is enhanced through LSE algorithm. Lots of schemes have been proposed to address the
problem. But most of them are time-consuming[11] or dependent on complicated math theory and difficult to apply to hardware
design [12].

Figure 4. For every patch, the candidate patches in input image
We explore an effective method to measure the image content by making full use of patch information through reconstructing
H1. In LSE, the detail of high-frequency matching is as follows:
For a patch P(f × f). with the center point (x, y) in L1, as shown in Figure 4, we first get the corresponding patch P0 centered at
(x0, y0) in L0, x0 = [x/c], y0 = [y/c] (c denotes the scalar factor and [ ] means get the data’s integer part). In order to find out the
best-fit patch for P, we set a window (w × w in size) in L0 to search. Then we use SAD to measure the similarity of the two patches.
For the searching window, the most similar patch Ps which has the smallest SAD with P, is recorded from the w2 candidate
patches around P0. Hence the high frequency patch with the same coordinate in H0 will be added to H1.
In order to find out whether patch P is corresponding to the noise part or not, we need to analyze the w2 candidate patches {Pi,
i = 1, 2, .., w2}. And the SADs {Si, i = 1, 2, .., w2}, between each candidate patch and P, will be used to estimate the character of
P, Then we normalize the SADs as follows,
(5)
Since noise is usually random distributed and texture areas generally have apparent edges, we can see that the SADs of patch
{Pi}containing texture details have larger variance than those containing some noise. Furthermore, there will be at least one Si
significantly smaller than others according to local similarity theory. Hence, the variance of {Si} texture can be used to determine
whether the matched patch in high frequency band H1 should be added into the upscaled low frequency image H1.
An adaptive thresholdfor each patch based on the SAD distribution is set to decide which kind of content the patch contains.

In the above equations (6) and (7), Sm denotes the mean of the {Si}, Sv denotes the variance of {Si}δ and is the threshold. If P is
considered to be a noised one, we will drop the corresponding high-frequency band to suppress the natural noises.
To take a further step to smooth the noised patch in low frequency L1, patches {Pi, i = 1, 2, .., w2} are combined by weighted
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average.
4.2 Subpixel Interpolation and SR Matching
Through LSE’s matching loop, we are supposed to find an exact match for each patch. But it’s difficult to access a perfect match
due to the discrete resampling process in down-sampling and up-sampling for small scaling factors shown in Fig. 1. Freeman
et.cl have pointed out this limitation of LSE algorithm.
As a result, there are many misaligned patches in H1 generated by LSE, which generally lead to the visual facet effect. After
analyzing lots of experimental data, it turns out that the exact match may be not found at integrate pixel position, but between
two integrate pixels.
Index

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

Half-filter

-1

4

-11

40

40

-11

4

1

Quarter-filter

-1

4

-10

58

17

-5

1

Table 1. The coefficients of the filter for interpolation
Index

-3
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-1

0

1

2
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Half-filter

0

0

-4

36

36

-4

0

0

Quarter-filter

0

0

-4

53

18

-3

0

0

Table 2. The altered coefficients of the filter
We extend the local self-similarity on natural images to subpixel level to improve the prediction accuracy to address the
unnatural-looking problem.

Figure 5. A map of integer pixel and subpixel position, the capital letters represent integer pixels, and the rest are subpixel
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In our research, subpixels are interpolated using a filter derived from discrete Fourier transform (DCT) and inverse Fourier
transform. An 8-tap separable DCT-based interpolation filter is used for 1/2 precision, and a 7-tap separable DCT-based
interpolation filter is used for 1/4 precision (if necessary) as shown in Table 1.
In Figure 4, the capital letters represent integer pixels, and the rest are subpixels to be solved. With the help of Table1, we solve
a0,0 and b0,0 by
(8)
(9)
c0,0 and d0,0 are calculated in a similar way as shown in (8), (9). e0,0, f0,0, g0,0, i0,0, j0,0, k0,0, p0,0, q0,0 and r0,0 are then calculated with
their vertical neighbors a0, 0, b0, 0 and c0,0:
(10)
(11)
It has been proved that the subpixels interpolated by the filter has improved the precision accuracy of the patch-matching
process so that the reconstructed images turn out to be much more natural with accurate texture.
Actually, as data surged, subpixel interpolating and matching process brings us a severe time-consuming challenge.
So we reduce the number of reference pixels from eight to four and slightly adjust the filter’s coefficients to reduce computational
complexity. The altered coefficients are shown in Table. 2
5. Experiments and Analysis
In this part we will demonstrate some experiments results.
5.1 GPU Implementation
Our platform of CPU is Intel (R) Xeon (R), E5620 @2.40GHz, and GPU is GT750Ti (750Ti), NVIDIA. Here are some basic
parameters of 750Ti listed in Table 3.

CUDA cores

640

Number of multiprocessors

5

GFLOPs

1305.6

Memory bandwidth

86.4GB/sec

Shared memory

48KB

L2 Cache

2048KB

Table 3. The main parameters of GT750Ti
CUDA

C++

MATLAB

Image1(1920x1080)

179ms

53s

347.45s

Image2(1920x1080)

185ms

58s

378.79s

Image3(1920x1080)

164ms

49s

320.62s

Table 4. Time cost of implementation of CUDA, C++ and MATLAB
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We took the 1920x1080 pixels images as our mainly study object. 32x32threads are grouped as a block since the maximum number
of threads in each block is 1024. And each thread deal with one pixel. So the grid size is (120, 68), and the block size is (32, 32),
and the corresponding patch of input image is 16x16.
Considering the continuity of the data and edges, we load 32x32 pixels to each shared memory and 1024Bytes* 4=4KB for
floating point images. Taken the intermediate variable into account, the total usage of shared memory is about 24/48=50%. In
table. 4 we list some results of our experiment with the above parameters.
The following table 4 shows that processing the same 2k image, the time cost of CUDA/C implementation is much less than C++
implementation and the MATLAB implementation.
5.2 Improvement of Algorithm
We test our algorithm on the Berkeley Segmentation Database. And the parameter for our experiment is: patch size for
search window

, the

, and the small upscale factor 1.25 for every SR step.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness, we compare our algorithm with the current state-of-the-art upscale algorithms, NEDI
[12], ICBI [19], and LSE [2]. In Fig 6, obviously, we can see that the HR images produced by our algorithm looks more natural than
LSE, like the words on the chip, while have shaper edges and reserve more details than ICBI and NEDI. And compared to LSE,
the proposed algorithm has smoother and clearer results with shaper edges. And about the other Fig 6, there is some noise in the
original images. We can see that LSE has the highest intensity of noise, especially in the smooth area. And the proposed
algorithm successfully remove the noises while preserve the fine texture well.

Figure 6. The results of improved LSE
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